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Customer Service! Summary: Praise for 13 Gifts *"Mass keeps the plot jumping like a fireworks
display; there's one surprise spark after another, all coming together at the end for a breathtaking
finale." -- School Library Journal , starred review "In equal parts philosophical and wryly
humorous, this magical tale will satisfy both fans and new readers alike." -- Kirkus Praise for Finally
"Rory's chatty, friendly voice and relentless optimism in the face of her many mishaps are
heartwarming." -- Publishers Weekly "Growing up doesn't have to happen all at once, and it isn't
always all it's cracked up to be . . . Mass provides a pretty entertaining and solidly worthwhile read."
-- Kirkus Praise for 11 Birthdays *"From the double-entendre title to the solid character portrayals
to the clarity and wit of the writing, this novel offers a fresh twist on the familiar themes of middlegrade family and school dynamics." -- Booklist , starred review *"Mass's expertise with pacing keeps
the story moving at a lively clip, and her understanding of this age group is as finely honed as
ever." -- Publishers Weekly , starred...
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Reviews
It is fantastic and great. It usually will not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Modesto Ma nte
A brand new e book with an all new standpoint. it was actually writtern very properly and beneficial. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of studying
a composed publication.
-- Esper a nz a Pollich
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